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kitchen and bath backsplashes   |   fireplace surrounds   |   bar areas   |   wainscoting   |   wall accents
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Blending the long rich tradition of tile with 
a contemporary new look, Design Decor  
Mirror Tiles by D&W, Inc. add elegance 
and beauty to kitchens and baths. These  
decorative tiles; designed and manufac-
tured in the U.S.A., help make any home 
a work of art with their countless color,  
pattern, and size variations. Whether 
used as an accent or a backsplash, these  
upscale elements create the perfect ambi-
ance in any modern space.

“I have been working with D&W, Inc., since the inception of the Design Decor line, and have 
been impressed with the quality of their product and customer service. They have been ex-
tremely helpful working with our marketing department to help make the line a success.”                                                                                

– Doug Miles
President of Miles Distributing

Former CTDA President (Ceramic Tile Distributors Association)
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It’s easy to create an inviting 

trim with the antique silver tiles 

that blend a modern style with 

an understated and sophisti-

cated color scheme. 

The brilliance of the cool-tone 

copper tiles will introduce 

spice and style to the kitchen 

as they reflect both natural 

and artificial light.

Perfect when paired with a 

bold, bright color palette, 

the bright silver tiles add an  

ultra-contemporary flair to any 

decor.

Three color choices offer two distinct patterns: Cotswold for a distressed metallic look and Reeded for contemporary 
simplicity. Each provides a one-of-a-kind design at an affordable price.

Design Decor tiles complement marble, stone, and ceramic surfaces and do not require expensive maintenance. All of the tiles 
can be mixed and matched and are available in standard or custom sizes for use in a wide array of design applications.

www.DesignDecorMirrrorTile.com
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edcolor:  antique silver

finish:  cotswold

part no:  MT-CA1-4.25

as shown on inside 
front cover

color:  copper

finish:  cotswold

part no:  MT-CC1-4.25

color:  bright silver

finish:  cotswold

part no:  MT-CM1-4.25

color:  antique silver

finish:  reeded

part no:  MT-RA2-4.25

color:  copper

finish:  reeded

part no:  MT-RC2-4.25

color:  bright silver

finish:  reeded

part no:  MT-RM2-4.25

as shown on front cover

part numbers
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specifications
Design Decor Mirror Tile by D&W, Inc. comes in the standard 4.25” x 4.25” size as well as in custom 
sizes. Each standard size box of 24 tiles covers three square feet of surface area. The tiles are easily 
cut using standard ceramic tile methods and can be installed with or without grout lines using any 
water-based thin set or tile adhesive.

 

care & maintenance
Design Decor Mirror Tile by D&W, Inc. offers beauty and durability without the expensive maintenance 
of some surfaces, such as stone or granite. The smooth mirrored surface is easy to clean with a damp 
cloth and can handle steam, heat, and cold; they are not, however, recommended for use in shower 
stalls or bath tub surrounds. 

941 oak street, elkhart, in 46514
t:  574.264.9674      f: 574.264.9859
national calls:  800.255.0829

www.DesignDecorMirrrorTile.com


